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Breakfast- turkey bacon, eggs w/ frozen spinach, pancakes

Frozen slow cook or smoker meals

Frozen stir fry veggies with high protein pasta

Frozen burgers and salads/fresh veggies

Out- Poke bowl/sushi, subway, panera, chipotle, zupas, greek



August

Nutrition: Start slow... it isn't a race to finish, it's a journey to fall in

love with so it LASTS!

***Challenge: Add 1 more cup of veggies/day

Fitness: Focus on how it feels after it's done. Become addicted to that

feeling. Allow that feeling to motivate you every time you exercise!

***challenge: pinpoint 1 feeling you love about completing a workout

and focus on it before you start each exercise session

Environmental Health: Our surroundings affect us!

***Challenge: Pick one area for improvement in your house this month.

Brainstorm a solution and make it happen!

Mental Health: Everything you are exposed to affects your mind and,

therefore, your attitude and mindset

***Challenge: Pick one positive source of inspiration and start

consuming it 5 or more minutes a day after an already established

habit (ex: brushing your teeth)

Social Health: Don't just expect generosity and wish for community-

create it!

***Challenge: Choose a way to give back and do it!

Spiritual Health: If you don't think about what you're doing, you won't

become the person you want to be.

***Challenge: Pick a routine time and method to realign yourself with

your who you want to be

Concept of the month:

Small Steps

Intellectual Health: Get excited about something you create!

***Challenge: Choose a hobby and give yourself a project to complete

this month!



August
Challenge Checklist

Mental Health Goal:

Exercise Goal:

Nutrition Goal:

Environmental Health Goal:

Social Health Goal:

Spiritual Health Goal:

Intellectual Health Goal:

 ____ cups of veggies/day

The post-workout feeling I want to focus on is:

_____________________________ 

The positive inspiration I will surround myself

with is: _________________

And I will do it after:

________________________.

The area in my house that I want to improve this

month is: ______________________.

The Practice I will use to realign my life with

who I want to be is: ______________. I will

do it ___ x/week for  ____ minutes.

The way I am going to give back to my community

this month is:

_______________________________

The hobby I am going to do this month is:

_____________. My project will be to:

________________________________



August
Health hack of the month:

**Habit Stacking**

What is it?  Habit stacking is a tool used to hack our

brain's desire to stick with the status quo by tacking a

new habit onto an already existing one

How does it work? You pick a new habit you want to
start (praying daily, going for a walk, flossing,

stretching, etc), and you do it directly after an already
established habit (breakfast, dinner dishes, brushing

your teeth, showering, etc)

How does it help? Research shows that  when we usehabit stacking, we prevent our brains from going intooverload (which they do when we add something new orchange routines). We also are more likely to rememberto engage in the new habit and continue it because welink it and associate it with something that is alreadyestablished and comfortable in our lives. 


